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A towel is fabric made of cotton generally, used for drying. Towels have various applications and
utilities. Tea towels are specifically used for drying cutlery and dishes after they are washed. Tea
towels are not very large and come in various attractive colors. They are also used to spread in the
tray before putting the tea set and tea mugs on the tray. They also have another utility of being used
to cover the tea mugs to keep them hot. Tea towels are generally manufactured from Linen which
are soft and absorb moisture well.

Tea towels come with simple weaving and are generally about the size of a hand towel. Since they
are also used for decorative purposes, the print and design vary from place to place. Starting from
simple light colored plain towels, tea towels comes in different varieties such as  hand embroidered,
painted and printed designs etc and are made to look ornamental. Tea towels are also made for
specific occasions with the printing particular to that occasion.

Hand planes are the tools that are used to give a smooth surface of wood. They are very handy
tools that can be used for small jobs at home or office. These planes are used to provide a soft
surface to the wood, to reduce the thickness of the wood or to flatten the wood. Hand planes consist
of a sharp blade embedded in a firm body, which when moved to the wood will scrape the wood to
give a soft and even surface. This is the main tool used by carpenters; history of hand planes dates
bring us back to thousands of years and remind us of the fact that Pompei has recorded the earliest
known hand plane. Planes have different utilities and have different names like scrub planes are
used to remove a big amount of wood faster, jack planes are used for more accuracy, Jointer planes
for jointing and final touch and smoothing plate to give a smooth finish. Hand planes are very handy
and must present tools in every house.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a Tea towels, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a Hand planes!
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